Seismic constraints on the architecture of the Newport-Inglewood/Rose Canyon fault: Implications for the length and magnitude of future earthquake ruptures
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Abstract The Newport-Inglewood/Rose Canyon (NIRC) fault zone is an active strike-slip fault system within the Pacific-North American plate boundary in Southern California, located in close proximity to populated regions of San Diego, Orange, and Los Angeles counties. Prior to this study, the NIRC fault zone’s continuity and geometry were not well constrained. Nested marine seismic reflection data with different vertical resolutions are employed to characterize the offshore fault architecture. Four main fault strands are identified offshore, separated by three main stepovers along strike, all of which are 2 km or less in width. Empirical studies of historical ruptures worldwide show that earthquakes have ruptured through stepovers with this offset. Models of Coulomb stress change along the fault zone are presented to examine the potential extent of future earthquake ruptures on the fault zone, which appear to be dependent on the location of rupture initiation and fault geometry at the stepovers. These modeling results show that the southernmost stepover between the La Jolla and Torrey Pines fault strands may act as an inhibitor to throughgoing rupture due to the stepover width and change in fault geometry across the stepover; however, these results still suggest that rupture along the entire fault zone is possible.

1. Introduction

The Newport-Inglewood/Rose Canyon (NIRC) fault zone poses a significant hazard to coastal Southern California because of its close proximity to some of the most densely populated regions of North America, such as San Diego, Orange, and Los Angeles counties as well as Tijuana, Mexico. This fault zone is the easternmost of the offshore Inner Continental Borderlands (ICB) fault system, and it is an active component of the Pacific-North America plate boundary (Figure 1). Modern plate boundary deformation in the ICB is accommodated primarily on high-angle strike-slip faults, with localized regions of transpression and transtension resulting from geometrical complexities along the faults [e.g., Ryan et al., 2009; Maloney et al., 2016]. Together, faults between the shoreline and San Clemente Island accommodate approximately 5–8 mm/yr of Pacific-North American plate boundary motion [Bennett et al., 1996]. Between 0.5 and 2 mm/yr of this motion is partitioned on the NIRC fault zone [Freeman et al., 1992; Lindvall and Rockwell, 1995]. Fault geometry plays a controlling role in limiting the extent of earthquake ruptures [e.g., Sibson, 1985; King and Nabelek, 1985; Wesnousky, 2006]. Newly acquired high-resolution seismic data and reprocessed legacy industry seismic data are employed here to improve the characterization of geometry and segmentation of the offshore NIRC fault zone, between La Jolla and Newport Beach (Figure 1). This study seeks to understand potential rupture lengths and magnitudes of earthquake ruptures on the offshore segments of the NIRC fault. The increased resolution of mapping refines the fault geometry and contributes to the improvement of seismic hazard models for the adjacent coast.

2. Background: Prior Fault and Earthquake Studies

Onshore the NIRC fault zone strikes northward from San Diego Bay to La Jolla, where it uplifts Mount Soledad as the result of a left jog, before stepping offshore, south of La Jolla Canyon (Figure 1). The fault extends to the...
northwest from La Jolla Canyon, cutting the outer shelf and continental slope from La Jolla to Newport Beach, where the fault steps back onshore. The fault parallels the coast from Newport Beach to Seal Beach and continues to the northwest into the Los Angeles Basin.

The 1933 M 6.4 Long Beach earthquake is the most recent major event on the NIRC fault zone, with rupture on the northern end of the NIRC fault zone. Instrument recordings show that rupture was entirely onshore near Newport Beach, with propagation to the north [Hauksson and Gross, 1991]. No surface rupture was observed for this event [Wood, 1933].

As the majority of the NIRC fault zone is offshore, paleoseismic observations and slip rate estimates are limited to the southernmost and northernmost onshore sections. On the southern NIRC near San Diego, the paleoseismic history and fault slip rate are constrained from trenching studies near Mission Beach and Mount Soledad. From these studies, the slip rate is estimated at 1.0–2.0 mm/yr [Lindvall and Rockwell, 1995; Rockwell, 2010]. The most recent event is dated at 1650 ± 120 A.D., following an estimated 5.5 kyr period of quiescence [Lindvall and Rockwell, 1995; Rockwell, 2010]. Earthquake clustering is observed in five events prior to the quiescence, with these events occurring between approximately 6 and 9.3 ka [Rockwell, 2010]. Near La Jolla, the most recent event exhibits approximately 3 m of slip on one strand [Rockwell, 2010]. Grant and Rockwell [2002] hypothesize that this event could have been part of a larger throughgoing rupture or rupture sequence that may have included the Agua Blanca fault to the south in Mexico and perhaps some offshore segments of the NIRC fault zone. On the northern section of this fault zone, Grant et al. [1997] estimate the slip rate on the Newport-Ingleswood fault to be 0.35–0.55 mm/yr based on cone penetration tests (CPTs), and Freeman et al. [1992] propose a rate of 0.5 mm/yr based on oil well logs, CPTs, borings, and seismic reflection data. The CPT data of Grant et al. [1997] indicate that the northern NIRC has hosted at least three and as many as five ruptures since 11 ka.

Offshore knowledge of the fault geometry is incomplete, particularly near or on the continental shelf where there is a dearth of seismic data, and there are no estimates of slip rate. Slip rates for the
offshore NIRC fault zone have not been estimated, largely due to the lack of core data to constrain the age of offset stratigraphic horizons and the absence of clearly defined piercing points. No major historic earthquakes have been documented on the offshore NIRC fault. Although past studies have described the NIRC fault geometry and segmentation, the distribution of offshore seismic surveys is limited, the data density is not uniform, and there remains a dearth of data on or close to the continental shelf resulting in gaps in fault mapping. Previous studies describe several main strands or segments to the NIRC fault zone and three main segment boundaries, by Del Mar/Torrey Pines, Carlsbad Canyon, and San Onofre [Hogarth et al., 2007; Ryan et al., 2009]. They note, however, that it is often difficult to carefully map shallow deformation due to overprinting and masking of shallow structure by the active-source seismic source signature.

Where available, records of offshore seismicity provide additional information regarding the fault geometry and state of stress. Magistrale [1993] analyzed three earthquake swarms that occurred near the southern NIRC segment in San Diego Bay between 1985 and 1987. In this region, the NIRC strikes NNW and dips to the southwest (~70°). The hypocenter locations of these swarms form southwest dipping clusters that are elongated in the northeast-southwest direction, and focal mechanisms for these events indicate slip on northeastward striking structures. Magistrale [1993] proposed that these clusters occurred where northeasterly striking faults near Point Loma intersect with the southwestward dipping NIRC fault plane, and that the occurrence of these events indicated a change in stress on the fault. Grant and Shearer [2004] analyzed offshore microseismicity in the central region of the fault using a method that improves the relative locations of events within clusters and thus increases the reliability of spatial trends and alignments. They focused their attention on two main clusters that correlate with mapped NIRC fault traces within the events’ location uncertainty: one cluster 10 km north of Oceanside in 1981 and a second cluster near Newport Beach in 2000. Both clusters occurred on a NNW striking, nearly vertical fault plane, consistent with previous mapping of the NIRC fault zone.

### 3. Methods

#### 3.1. Seismic Reflection Data

Fault imaging and geomorphic mapping were performed using nested seismic reflection data at four different resolutions, as well as high-resolution (25 m pixel resolution) multibeam bathymetric data [Dartnell et al., 2015]. Seismic reflection data included a 1979 Chevron multichannel seismic (MCS) data set reprocessed by Geotrace using a prestack time migration approach, a 2006 U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) single-channel seismic (SCS) data set [U.S. Geological Survey Coastal and Marine Geology Program, 2006] reprocessed in-house (details below), acoustic Compressed High Intensity Radar Pulse (CHIRP) data collected between 2006 and 2009, and newly acquired high-resolution 2-D MCS data collected in August 2013 using a sparker source. The location of these surveys is shown in Figure 2. The CHIRP and USGS data image the top strata and resolve the most recent episodes of deformation. The Chevron MCS data image the deeper structure and interconnectivity of fault splays, while the 2013 sparker MCS data provide high-resolution imaging of intermediate stratal depths.

The 1979 Chevron MCS data were acquired with a 96-channel hydrophone streamer with 33.5 m hydrophone receiver spacing and shot spacing. This yielded 48-fold data with a common midpoint space of 16.75 m of separation. The source was a 49.2 L (7620 cm³) air gun array. The penetration depth of these data is ~2 s two-way travel time (TWTT) or ~2 to 3 km depths. These data were reprocessed by Geotrace, using a hybrid multiple suppression scheme (surface-related multiple elimination (SRME), plus Radon filtering), trace interpolation in shot and receiver space, and prestack time migration [Driscoll et al., 2013].

The 2006 USGS SCS data were collected with a single-channel receiver and a 2 kJ minisparker source. Reflectors are resolvable down to ~1 s TWTT or ~1 km. The original data set contained moderate levels of noise and strong multiples. To improve resolution and aid in interpretation, reprocessing was performed in-house. Methods included swell removal, source signature shaping, multiple removal, and coherency filtering to improve reflector continuity [Sargent et al., 2011]. Shaping of the source wavelet was performed in the frequency domain converting the source signature to zero phase and reducing a prominent notch due to surface ghosts. Multiple removal was performed using a 1-D version of SRME [Berkhout and Verschuur, 1997; Riley and Claerbout, 1976; Verschuur and Berkhout, 1997]. The 1-D assumption works well in regions with low slope (i.e., continental shelves) but has suboptimal results on steeper areas such as the continental slope. Figure 3...
shows an example of the difference between original and reprocessed data on USGS line DP-09 that illustrates the filter performance. Coherency filtering was performed on overlapping patches of 250 traces and 0.05 s using an estimate of local dip and least squares trace estimation [Yilmaz, 2001].

All CHIRP surveys were conducted with the Scripps Institution of Oceanography’s Edgetech SUBSCAN profiler, with coincident transducer and receiver arrays. The instrument was operated using a 50 ms swept pulse of 0.7–3.0 kHz or 1–6 kHz depending on sediment character, resolving stratigraphy to a depth of approximately 50 m.

The 2013 MCS data were collected offshore on the R/V New Horizon and R/V Melville using a 2 kJ three-tip EG&G 402–7 sparker source and 48-channel streamer, with a group spacing of 6.25 m and 6.25 m shot spacing, allowing reflectors to be resolved to approximately 1.5 s two-way time or 1.5 km depth. These data were stacked at 1500 m/s, and further processing included poststack f-k migration using a nominal water velocity of 1500 m/s [Driscoll et al., 2013].

Some lines in each of these data sets intersect the NIRC fault zone. The new sparker, USGS, and CHIRP data cross the NIRC fault on the widest part of the shelf offshore San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS), but north of SONGS where the shelf is narrow only the CHIRP and USGS data cross the fault. When combined, this is a multiresolution data set of unparalleled density and distribution that can be used to constrain fault architecture and identify episodes of deformation on the NIRC fault zone.

3.2. Coulomb Stress Modeling

Models of total Coulomb stress change were conducted for each fault strand in an attempt to develop a quantitative understanding of static triggering and the potential for throughgoing rupture across fault stepovers. There are many factors that contribute to the likelihood of throughgoing rupture across stepovers, perhaps dynamic triggering serving as one of the largest. Nevertheless, models of static stress change can serve as an additional constraint to complement empirical studies. It should be noted that static stress change cannot capture the factors that govern interactions in the system during rupture.
propagation, such as rupture directivity, clamping, and unclamping; to quantify these effects, fully dynamic stress simulations would need to be computed. This stress change modeling was conducted using hypothetical, homogeneous slip distributions on each strand and was performed using the USGS package, Coulomb 3 \cite{Lin2004, Toda2005, Toda2011}. Here the 3-D fault surfaces interpreted from the reflection data were simplified to planes with strike and dip determined as the average of the observed faulting surface (Table 1). In this modeling approach “source” faults that are assigned uniform slip impart stress on the surrounding medium and other nearby “receiver” faults with prescribed location, strike, and dip. Calculations are made in a two-dimensional elastic half-space, using uniform isotropic material properties, and following the method of \cite{Okada1992}. For this study, the total Coulomb stress change was calculated, treating each fault segment individually as a source fault and then determining the stress change on the neighboring receiver fault segments. A total of 20 computations were performed to model the stress changes for each source and receiver fault geometry pair. The computational domain was a Cartesian grid of 0.5 km in \(x\) and \(y\) and 1 km in depth. The material properties were prescribed with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25, static frictional coefficient 0.4, and Young’s modulus of 75 GPa. The Young’s modulus was derived from the Poisson’s ratio and a shear modulus of 30 GPa. The shear modulus was derived from a one-dimensional profile of compressional and shear wave speed near Oceanside that was extracted from the three-dimensional structure model for Southern California Earthquake Center Community Velocity Model–Harvard (SCEC CVM-H) \cite{Shaw2015}.

4. Results and Observations

4.1. Geometry of the Offshore NIRC Fault Zone StepOvers

The primary observations from this study suggest that the NIRC exhibits a relatively continuous fault trace, except for three distinct stepovers offshore as outlined by yellow boxes and insets in Figure 1, and an additional strand that parallels a main trace for \(\sim 20\) km off the

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|}
\hline
Strand & Strand Length (km) & Average Strike (deg) & Average Apparent Dip (deg) \\
\hline
La Jolla & 8.1 & 337 & 63°SW \\
Torrey Pines & 19.6 & 338 & 87°SW \\
Carlsbad Canyon & 27.4 & 324 & 85°NE \\
Camp Pendleton & 42.3 & 320 & 89°NE \\
Dana Point & 27.6 & 317 & 85°NE \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Strand Geometry Used in the Coulomb Stress Modeling}
\end{table}
The stepover width is defined as the minimum distance between two strands. The stepovers separate the fault into four main strands, which from south to north, are here named the La Jolla strand, the Torrey Pines strand, the Carlsbad Canyon strand, and the Northern strand that includes the Camp Pendleton splay and Dana Point splay (Figure 1).

The southernmost stepover occurs at a compressional left step in faulting offshore of Torrey Pines (Figure 1). This stepover, referred to as the Torrey Pines stepover, is approximately 2 km in width, as shown in map view in Figure 4 (uninterpreted seismic profile is shown in Figure S1 in the supporting information). It is associated with a compressional pop-up structure and occurs at the location where the shelf is wide along the southern coast, north of La Jolla canyon (Figure 1). The pop-up structure is imaged in the deeper Chevron data down to approximately 1.5 km depth (Figure 4) and also in the shallow CHIRP data (Figure 5). Figure 4 demonstrates the uplift and antiformal structure in the deeper strata. Line 4562 crosses the NIRC fault and is observed on the section; however, it is blocked from view in this fence diagram because of the intersection with line 4509. Line 4562 crosses the NIRC fault and is observed on the section; however, it is blocked from view in this fence diagram because of the intersection with line 4509. Figure 4 presents the direct imaging in CHIRP data of the NIRC fault offsetting the uppermost strata and transgressive surface on the

**Figure 4.** An image of the southernmost Torrey Pines stepover. (left) The map view shows the location of the pop-up and the location of the Chevron lines shown in the figure (profile location also shown in Figure 2). The yellow line is the Torrey Pines strand of the NIRC trace, and the red is the La Jolla strand. The dashed circle shows the approximate extent of the pop-up structure. (right) The image shows the pop-up in the deeper Chevron data created by the step over, with a horizontal look angle toward the intersection of the line. The dashed black line shows the intersection of Chevron lines 4509 and 4562 for clarity. The arrows indicate the strike of each seismic line. The red lines show the location of the seismic profiles, and the arrow shows the viewing angle. These data extend to approximately 2–3 km depth. Note that the reflectors are deformed in an anticlinal formation at the pop-up structure. The location of lines 7 and 5 shown in Figure 5 is denoted.

**Figure 5.** High-resolution CHIRP profiles across the Torrey Pines pop-up. Location of profiles is shown in Figures 2 and 4. (a) Line 7 images the NIRC fault and demonstrates the seafloor deformation observed in the southern NIRC fault zone. (b) Line 5 images a basin formed by NIRC splays in a distributed zone of faulting within the stepover.
**Figure 6.** An image of the Carlsbad Canyon stepover. Moving north this stepover is characterized by a slight westward step (see Figure 8), as well as a change in the recency of deformation. The north direction is marked. The three Chevron MCS profiles cross the NIRC fault zone and the Carlsbad trend to the west (see Figure 2 for the profile locations). The red line denotes the seafloor, the yellow line marks the Torrey Pines strand of the NIRC fault on line 4544, the green lines mark the Carlsbad Canyon strand of the NIRC fault on lines 4542A and 4538, and the black lines mark the Carlsbad trend (fault near the base of the slope). Note that deformation extends almost to the seafloor on 4544 and is progressively deeper to the north. The NIRC geometry also transitions from a slight eastward dip on the Torrey Pines strand to a more westerly dip on the Carlsbad Canyon strand.

**Figure 7.** A perspective view of the third step over located offshore San Onofre. USGS lines, DP-19A, DP-38B, and DP-20B, are shown (see Figure 2 for the profile locations). North direction and scale are shown. The purple and green lines show the Camp Pendleton and Carlsbad Canyon strands of the NIRC fault, respectively. The purple dashed line shows the inferred structural trend between profiles. The location of a paleochannel is highlighted in blue. The red lines denote the seafloor on each profile.
shelf. The transgressive surface is an erosional surface, formed by the last rise in sea level, ~8–11 ka; as such, it can be used as a rough datum for the most recent episode of deformation. The top plot in Figure 5 shows the presence of an eastward facing fault scarp on CHIRP line 7. The bottom plot shows a small pull-apart basin that is superposed on the larger pop-up structure with penetration to ~50 m subbottom depth.

The second major stepover, referred to as the Carlsbad stepover, occurs offshore Carlsbad, where the NIRC fault crosses Carlsbad Canyon (Figure 1). This step over is less than 0.5 km in width, and strata within the stepover exhibit slight compressional deformation. This step is characterized by a slight left step between the Torrey Pines and Carlsbad Canyon strands of the fault. Minor changes in strand strike and dip, and most notably, by a change in the recency of deformation are observed in the seismic data to the north and south of the step over. Figure 6 shows three Chevron MCS lines labeled 4544, 4542A, and 4538 that cross the trend of the NIRC fault near the Carlsbad step (uninterpreted seismic data are shown in Figure S2). Line 4544 crosses the Torrey Pines strand south of the stepover, and lines 4542A and 4538 cross the Carlsbad Canyon strand north of the step. North of line 4544, the NIRC fault steps to the west, and the dip changes from a slight eastward dip on the northernmost Torrey Pines strand, to a slight westward dip on the southernmost Carlsbad Canyon strand. The Carlsbad Canyon strand is different in stratigraphic nature from the Torrey Pines strand. Most observations of the fault along the Carlsbad Canyon strand demonstrate a more fractured nature, as well as transtension evidenced by reflectors collapsing toward the fault. In contrast, the Torrey Pines strand shows a very clear fault boundary deforming the seismic reflectors and stratigraphic layers. Additionally, the thickness of the sediment package mantling the NIRC fault increases to the north of the stepover. In this regard, reflector offset is observed shallower in the Torrey Pines strand (line 4544) than the Carlsbad Canyon strand (lines 4542A and 4538). The Carlsbad step is located in the only region where the NIRC fault zone is not adjacent to the shelf break (Figure 1).

The third major step over is offshore between Las Pulgas Road and San Onofre along the widest section of the shelf between La Jolla and Newport Beach (Figure 1). This step over is referred to as the San Onofre step over. It is less than 1 km in width, and it exhibits a compressional architecture. The geometry of the step is displayed in three USGS lines, DP-19A, DP-38B, and DP-20B shown in Figure 7 (uninterpreted seismic data are shown in Figure S3). The Carlsbad Canyon strand and Camp Pendleton splay of the Northern fault strand are shown by the green and purple lines, respectively. The Carlsbad Canyon strand and Camp Pendleton splay are separated by a left step of approximately 1 km. The Carlsbad Canyon fault strand terminates northward, and the westward Camp Pendleton splay of the Northern fault strand terminates southward as the two overlap (Figure 7). The Carlsbad Canyon strand curves to the northwest, forming an anticlinal feature on the shelf, which is crosscut by the Camp Pendleton splay (Figure 7). This anticlinal feature appears to be responsible for forming the wide shelf in this region, as it traps sediment from the east. It should also be noted that here, the Camp Pendleton splay appears to control the location of a paleochannel, marked in blue in Figure 7. The faults and antiformal structure are also observed in 3D MCS data on the shelf as presented by Holmes et al. [2014].
North of the San Onofre step over, the NIRC fault is composed of two subparallel splays of what is referred to as the Northern strand. The longer western structure is referred to here as the Camp Pendleton splay, and the eastern structure is referred to as the Dana Point splay (Figure 8). Both the Camp Pendleton and Dana Point splays approach Newport Beach onshore (Figures 1 and 8), and are spaced approximately 200 m to 2 km apart, depending on the location along strike. At the southern end of this strand, the two splays are spaced farther apart, closer to 2 km; toward the northern end and the central region, they are much closer together. The two strands do not merge at depths less than ~2 km as imaged by the seismic data, but may coalesce at greater depths, past the penetration depth of the seismic data. The deeper geometry is not determinable from the imaged depths. In the shallow data however, there are many locations in which the splays share a similar dip direction or dip toward each other.

### 4.2. Geometry of the NIRC Fault Zone: Strands and Characteristics

Figure 8 shows the location of the NIRC fault zone based on the survey lines shown in Figure 2. The various colors and symbols denote the separate strands and splays mapped here, with the four main named strands (and splays) labeled in the legend: the La Jolla strand, Torrey Pines strand, Carlsbad Canyon strand, and Northern strand composed of the Camp Pendleton and Dana Point splays. The short, discontinuous splays observed in Figure 8 near San Onofre may continue to the north or south, but the data employed in this study do not image them any farther; thus, they are not discussed at length or included in stress modeling. It should be noted, however, that this is the only known location where the NIRC fault zone is represented by such a large number of smaller splays, as opposed to being concentrated on
Figure 11. USGS lines DP-003 and DP-033, with the Camp Pendleton and Dana Point splays denoted in pink and purple, respectively.
one or two main strands. The strike of each fault strand varies along its length, and fault strands in the north of
the study region generally exhibit a more northwesterly strike. Additionally, the fault defines or follows the
shelf edge for the majority of the margin. To the south of the Torrey Pines pop-up structure, the location of
the NIRC fault zone is based on data presented in Hogarth et al. [2007].

The NIRC fault dip varies significantly along strike as well as between strands. Figure 9 summarizes the apparent
dip mapped for each of the four main strands and splays, plotted with the same color scheme as Figure 8.
Short lines indicate a near-vertical dip, whereas longer lines indicate a shallower dip. Some strands, such as
Carlsbad Canyon strand, display a more consistent dip along strike, in this case a consistent northeastwardly
dip. In other strands, such as the Camp Pendleton splay, the fault plane appears to be closer to vertical. The
dip of the Camp Pendleton and Dana Point splays of the Northern strand varies from both dipping in the
same direction (the southern section of the Northern strand) to generally dipping away from each other
on the northern section of the Northern strand.

The depth of deformation along the NIRC fault zone varies along strike. South of the Carlsbad Canyon
step, the NIRC fault zone deformation extends to or close to the seafloor (Figure 10). North of Carlsbad
Canyon, the deformation is observed deeper in the seismic data until near Las Pulgas Road. From Las
Pulgas Road to Dana Point, the deformation is typically confined to be beneath the transgressive surface
and in some locations deforms it. In areas where the transgressive surface shoals, it correlates with the
NIRC fault zone and the Cristianitos fault. Nevertheless, the preferred hypothesis from other studies is
that these are antecedent features that are more resistant to erosion and do not record deformation
of the transgressive surface per se [Klotsko et al., 2015]. North of Dana Point, the NIRC fault deformation
offsets the transgressive surface (dated at ~8–11 ka) in some locations and in regions approaches the sea-
floor. To the south of the Carlsbad Canyon stepover, the deformation is close to or at the seafloor
(Figure 10). Moving north in the central section of the NIRC fault zone (Carlsbad Canyon strand, as well
as the southern section of the Camp Pendleton splay of the Northern strand) the average deformation
steps deeper, until the region around San Onofre on the widest section of the shelf. Moving northward
toward Dana Point, the average deformation progressively extends to shallower depths once again. Two
USGS seismic lines are plotted with interpretations in Figure 11 to show the vertical extent of deforma-
tion along some of the northern lines imaging the Camp Pendleton and Dana Point splays (uninterpreted

---

Figure 12. Effect of fault dip on total Coulomb stress change from 2 m of slip on a source fault (marked by yellow bar) onto
receiver fault (marked by a white bar). (a) Stress change onto the Torrey Pines strand with 2 m of displacement on a vertical
La Jolla strand. (b) Stress change onto the Torrey Pines strand, from 2 m of displacement on a dipping La Jolla strand
(apparent dip 63°WSW), as observed in seismic data.
data are shown in Figure S4). Here the deformation appears to extend near the surface and appears to offset the transgressive surface.

4.3. Results of Coulomb Stress Change Modeling

The suite of static Coulomb stress change models presented below is a synopsis of an effort to support quantitatively empirical observations of stepover width allowing or inhibiting rupture to propagate across stepovers and aid in determining which of all possible rupture scenarios are more or less likely. These models employ the material properties listed in section 3, as well as the fault geometries described in Table 1. The total Coulomb stress change was computed from each strand as a source fault to each other respective strand as a receiver fault, resulting in a total of 20 models. In each model, 2 m of coseismic dextral slip was prescribed on the source fault, assumed as a conservative upper bound for coseismic slip, based on past coseismic deformation observed on the NIRC fault in onshore paleoseismic trenches [Lindvall and Rockwell, 1995]. Coulomb failure stress was computed at 6 km depth as this is

---

**Figure 13.** Motivation of rupture scenario I — Coulomb stress change from 2 m of displacement on source faults with rupture on the southernmost La Jolla segment. The yellow bars indicate the source fault, and the white bars indicate the receiver fault. S2, S3, S4, and S5 represent the numbers of each receiver faults. (a) Total stress change on the Torrey Pines receiver fault (S2) from the La Jolla source fault. (b) Total stress change onto the Carlsbad Canyon receiver fault (S3) from the Torrey Pines source fault (S2). (c) Total stress change onto the Camp Pendleton receiver fault (S4) from the Carlsbad Canyon source fault (S3). (d) Total stress change onto the Dana Point receiver fault (S5) from the Carlsbad Canyon source fault (S3).
approximately the middle of the seismogenic zone, assuming that the fault plane extends to the base of
the seismogenic zone in this region, ~10–15 km depth [Astiz and Shearer, 2000]. The geometries of each
fault strand input to the models of static stress change (strike and apparent dip) are recorded in Table 1,
determined as the strike and average dip along each mapped strand.

Figures 13–15 each describe a potential rupture scenario, with the four plots in each figure illustrating the
stress change assuming consecutive rupture, meaning rupture through multiple strands in a single event.
However, considering that these are static stress models, they also are worth considering in terms of the
likelihood of a sequence of separate events. The scenarios describe the effect rupture on one entire
strand would have on the nearby strands. Each plot shows the stress change from a source fault, marked
with a yellow bar, onto a receiver fault, denoted by a white bar. In the figures, the La Jolla strand is
labeled as S1, Torrey Pines as S2, Carlsbad Canyon as S3, Northern strand/Camp Pendleton as S4, and
Northern strand/Dana Point as S5.

Figure 14. Motivation of rupture scenario II—total Coulomb stress change from 2 m of displacement on the Carlsbad
Canyon strand (marked by yellow bar), with stress change northward and southward onto adjacent receiver faults
(marked by a white bar). (a) Stress change on the Torrey Pines receiver fault (S2) from rupture on the Carlsbad Canyon
source fault (S3). (b) Stress change onto the La Jolla receiver fault (S1) from the Torrey Pines source fault (S2). (c) Stress
change onto the Camp Pendleton receiver fault (S4) from the Carlsbad Canyon source fault (S3). (d) Stress change onto the
Dana Point receiver fault (S5) from the Carlsbad Canyon source fault (S3).
Figure 12 demonstrates the effect of fault dip on Coulomb stress change across a stepover. The La Jolla segment exhibits an apparent dip of 63°WSW. The total Coulomb stress change on the Torrey Pines segment from deformation on the La Jolla strand is small, given the observed dips of each of these strands (Figure 12b). If the La Jolla strands were assumed to be vertical, however, the Torrey Pines strand would experience a significant increase (greater than 2 MPa) in stress (Figure 12a).

The first scenario, Scenario I, investigates the effects from rupture on the La Jolla strand (S1) on strands to the north (Figure 13). Figure 13a shows the stress change from the La Jolla strand (yellow bar) onto the Torrey Pines strand (S2; white bar). The main increase in Coulomb stress is east of the receiver fault. In fact, the southern terminus of the Torrey Pines strand is in an area of reduced or no Coulomb stress change. Assuming that rupture continues northward, slip on the Torrey Pines strand causes an increase in Coulomb stress on the Carlsbad Canyon receiver fault (Figure 13b). Rupture on the Carlsbad Canyon source fault causes the maximum increase in Coulomb stress to be slightly east of the Camp Pendleton receiver fault (Figure 13c) and the maximum to be slightly west of the Dana Point receiver fault (Figure 13d).

Figure 15. Motivation of rupture scenario III—Coulomb stress change from 2 m of displacement starting on the Camp Pendleton source fault (yellow bar). Receiver segments marked by white bars. (a) Stress change on the Dana Point receiver fault (S5) from the Camp Pendleton source fault (S4); (b) Stress change on the Carlsbad Canyon receiver fault (S3) from the Camp Pendleton source fault (S4); (c) Stress change on Torrey Pines receiver fault (S2) from the Carlsbad Canyon source fault (S3); (d) Stress change on the La Jolla receiver fault (S1) from the Torrey Pines source fault (S2).
In Scenario II, rupture occurs on the Carlsbad Canyon strand and affects strands to the north and south (Figure 14). Figure 14a shows the stress change from the Carlsbad Canyon strand (S3) onto the Torrey Pines strand (S2); the Torrey Pines strand is in the middle of the lobe of increased stress. Figure 14b shows that the La Jolla strand experiences increased Coulomb stress as a result of deformation on the Torrey Pines strand. Furthermore, the Carlsbad Canyon strand increases the Coulomb stress on the Camp Pendleton (S4) and Dana Point (S5) strands, up to 1–2 MPa in some locations along strike (Figures 14c and 14d).

Scenario III explores the stress change from rupture on a splay of the northern strand, the Camp Pendleton splay (Figure 15). The Dana Point receiver fault is entirely in the Coulomb stress shadow for rupture on the Camp Pendleton splay source fault (Figure 15a). The Carlsbad Canyon receiver fault has both reduced and increased Coulomb stress for rupture on the Camp Pendleton splay source fault (Figure 15b); it is important to note that the reduced stress is only along the northern terminus of the strand. Despite the strand being on the eastern edge of the increased stress, the central portion experiences a stress increase of almost 2 MPa. Observing the effects southward from the Carlsbad Canyon strand, the Torrey Pines strand is nearly centered in the increased stress lobe as the receiver fault for the Carlsbad Canyon source fault (Figure 15c). Similarly, moving southward from the Torrey Pines strand, the La Jolla strand is in the center of the lobe of increased stress when it serves as the receiver fault to the Torrey Pines source fault (Figure 15d).

### 5. Discussion

#### 5.1. Mapping and Observations

The results presented in this study suggest that there is a relationship between fault segmentation, and characteristics of margin architecture such as shelf width, and pop-up structures. It also illustrates how the NIRC fault architecture (e.g., dip, strike, and stepover width) may influence rupture along the margin and plays an important role in potential earthquake magnitudes. Along the study area, the shelf is widest by San Onofre. This appears to be caused by an antiformal feature created by a change in strike along the NIRC fault (Figure 7), as well as sediments sequestered or dammed east of this feature that onlap the antiform. The location of a major paleochannel also appears to be controlled by fault location and the anticlines, as the faults may provide areas of weakness. In contrast, the shelf is narrowest by the Carlsbad stepover. Additionally, this study finds, consistent with Ryan et al. [2009] and Maloney et al. [2016], that the local tectonic setting is often transtensional when the strike of the NIRC fault is more northerly striking and transpressional when more northwesterly striking. For example, the NIRC fault is northwesterly striking in the region of the San Onofre stepover, where the antiform/transpressional structures are observed. Finally, there are obvious geomorphic and stratigraphic features resulting from the volumetric deformation in stepover regions. For example, the transpressional Torrey Pines stepover results in uplift of the seafloor and significant uplift and doming of reflectors at depth. At the surface, a smaller basin within the stepover is observed at the seafloor; this could be due to a smaller transtensional step over within the Torrey Pines step over, resulting from smaller splay faults, or could perhaps be a reversed-polarity small-scale structure resulting from predominantly unidirectional rupture pulses on this strand and fault system [BenZion et al., 2012].

The depth of the most recent episode of deformation varies along the strike of the NIRC fault system, which poses interesting questions regarding the extent and timing of past earthquakes and their deformation characteristics. In the north, on the Dana Point and Camp Pendleton segments, the deformation reaches very near or at the seafloor, but the transgressive surface is not displaced along great lengths of the southern extent of these parallel strands (near the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS)). In contrast, along the northern half, the NIRC fault zone deforms the transgressive surface on many lines from Newport Beach to approximately 12 km south of Dana Point. The upper limit of visible deformation is deepest in the central region of the area of study, Carlsbad Canyon segment, and southern portion of the Camp Pendleton segment (i.e., offshore San Onofre). A potential hypothesis is that this section of the fault zone has been inactive for a much longer period of time than the northern and southern regions and thus could be a moribund segment that highlights a dearth of throughgoing ruptures along it. In this case, the slip could be partitioning onto another adjacent fault such as the Carlsbad trend (Figure 6). Given the lack of recent deformation along this segment, the lack of activity may have existed for potentially 100 ka or more. Another hypothesis to explain this observation is that the middle section may not have experienced surface rupture in past events.
This study’s interpretation of the offshore NIRC fault zone agrees reasonably well and builds on previous studies and characterizations [Fischer and Mills, 1991; Treiman and Lundberg, 1999; Hogarth et al., 2007; Ryan et al., 2009]. For example, Hogarth et al. [2007] observes a left step in the fault just after it moves offshore north of Mount Soledad. Ryan et al. [2009] describes the fault strike on various segments from La Jolla/Mount Soledad to Newport Beach, as well as the recency of deformation on the fault. Ryan et al. [2009] interpret three main segment boundaries in the NIRC fault zone: Del Mar/Torrey Pines (as noted by Hogarth et al. [2007]), Carlsbad Canyon (defined by a change in strike), and San Onofre.

One of the most detailed and oldest mappings of the fault zone (and the main contribution to the USGS NIRC mapping) is the study of Fischer and Mills [1991]. They characterize the offshore portion of the NIRC fault zone as being a continuous fault zone with two main stepovers offshore. Their mapping includes the Del Mar segment, running from La Jolla (Mount Soledad) to Carlsbad; the Oceanside segment, running from Encinitas to Las Pulgas Canyon or San Onofre; and the Dana Point segment, running from Las Pulgas Canyon to Newport Beach. Their offshore stepovers include the Carlsbad-Encinitas “overstep,” where their Del Mar and Oceanside segments overlap, and the San Onofre left step, between the Oceanside and Dana Point segments. They note a few asperities, not described as stepovers, such as a 40° asperity by La Jolla (as the fault steps offshore), a 20° asperity by Carlsbad, and a 4° asperity by SONGS.

Similar to Fischer and Mills [1991], this study has the Northern strand (Dana Point segment in Fischer and Mills [1991]) as trending from Newport Beach to Las Pulgas Canyon, where it is separated from the next strand (here called the Carlsbad Canyon strand or the Oceanside segment in Fischer and Mills [1991]) by a left step, the San Onofre stepover. In this northern section of the NIRC fault zone, it differs from Fischer and Mills [1991]; in that, it separates the Northern strand or segment into two separate splay.

Our investigation differs further from previous studies in the southern section of the NIRC fault zone, south of San Onofre. Here the NIRC fault zone is mapped as three strands or segments until La Jolla, with two stepovers. This study’s central stepover, the Carlsbad Canyon step, appears to be where Fischer and Mills [1991] describe a 20° asperity. The Carlsbad-Encinitas overstep from Fischer and Mills [1991] is where this study maps the NIRC fault zone as a continuous Carlsbad Canyon strand, diverging from the San Onofre trend. Finally, this study has separated the Del Mar segment into two strands—the La Jolla strand and the Torrey Pines strand, separated by the Torrey Pines stepover (the widest stepover in this study).

Fischer and Mills [1991] describe the age of deformation on the NIRC fault zone as being fairly young in the northern section, with Holocene faulting. In the central section of the fault zone, on the Oceanside segment by Carlsbad, they note older (or deeper) deformation, late Pleistocene/early Holocene. Moving south on the Del Mar segment they note the deformation to be very young, with very little to no Holocene sediment overlying the fault, describing the age of deformation to be early Holocene or younger. Although the segments and stepovers differ along the fault zone between this study and Fischer and Mills [1991], the depth (and thereby) age of deformation interpretations are consistent, describing young deformation in the north, with some undeformed sediments overlying the fault zone; older (or deeper) deformation in the central segment, by Carlsbad; and very recent, surface deformation in the southern section.

One question that arises from the results of this study relates to strain partitioning between strands. As noted, it appears that north of Las Pulgas Road near San Onofre, deformation associated with the NIRC fault zone is distributed along many strands. Additionally, the slip rate at Newport Beach, approximately ~0.3 mm/yr [Freeman et al., 1992; Grant et al., 1997], is lower than NIRC slip rate in the south by La Jolla, where it is estimated to be 1–2 mm/yr [Lindwall and Rockwell, 1995; Rockwell, 2010]. It is noted by some [Freeman et al., 1992] that the onshore northern region of the NIRC fault zone is characterized by splays and en echelon faulting and that this may inhibit geologic observations from capturing the full slip rate of the fault and complicate identification of active traces. This study could perhaps be observing the same phenomenon offshore. Although geodetic data are absent offshore, high-resolution 3-D geophysical surveys that identify and measure piercing point offsets combined with coring efforts could help to understand the distribution of slip through the system.

5.2. Coulomb Stress Models
An important consideration for seismic hazard analysis is whether fault segments in close proximity to each other can link up during coseismic rupture and generate a larger event. Wesnousky [2006] studied patterns of
throughgoing rupture at strike-slip fault steps, from a compilation of historical earthquakes, to determine the likelihood that an event could rupture through a stepover of given width and tectonic regime. Regardless of tectonic regime (transpressive or transtensional), events were significantly more likely to rupture through a stepover boundary with a width of 3 km or less [Wesnousky, 2006]. The stepovers identified in this study are all 2 km in width or less. Accordingly, the geometry of the NIRC fault zone does not preclude that a rupture will continue through all three stepovers, in which case it is possible that all of the offshore segments of the NIRC fault zone may rupture in a single event.

Based on these empirical relationships, the likelihood of an end-to-end rupture is >30–40%; rupture continuation is possible because all stepovers are <3 km in width [Wesnousky, 2006]. Models of static Coulomb stress change are a simple way of distinguishing more likely from less likely scenarios rather than ruling scenarios in or out. The numerical modeling results of static stress change presented here suggest that when considering only the static stress change at the computed depth of 6 km, the La Jolla/Torrey Pines stepover could possibly act as an inhibitor to throughgoing rupture because of the average dip change across the strand. This is only one consideration, however, in the likelihood of throughgoing rupture, as the effects of dynamic stress could be significantly greater and present a much larger contribution to triggering the next strand to rupture. As these are hypothetical scenarios for the NIRC, it is difficult to determine this likelihood based on just the static models; however, it should be noted that there have been studies of past events, investigating the amount of static stress change from one strand to another, given the known rupture properties of an event. One such study was conducted for the North Anatolian Fault in the August 1999 Izmit earthquake to understand triggering of adjacent segments in a stepover [Lettis et al., 2002], and the modeling validated the observations. Their results for the Izmit earthquake confirmed the hypothesis posed by Wesnousky [2006] and demonstrated that adjacent fault segments in the Izmit earthquake could be triggered from only 1 MPa of modeled increase in Coulomb stress change.

Table 2. Computed Magnitudes for Each Scenario Rupture Presented Here

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rupture Scenario</th>
<th>Strands</th>
<th>Total Rupture Length</th>
<th>Wells-Coppersmith Slip: 0.5 m, μ: 20 GPa</th>
<th>Slip: 0.5 m, μ: 45 GPa</th>
<th>Slip: 2 m, μ: 20 GPa</th>
<th>Slip: 2 m, μ: 45 GPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario I (La Jolla strand—Figure 11)</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>8 km</td>
<td>M 5.7 ± 0.11</td>
<td>M 6.0</td>
<td>M 6.2</td>
<td>M 6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario II</td>
<td>S1, S2, S3, S4, S5</td>
<td>125 km</td>
<td>M 7.3 ± 0.16</td>
<td>M 6.7</td>
<td>M 6.9</td>
<td>M 7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(All strands—Figure 12)</td>
<td>(1/2 slip on S4 and S5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario IIb</td>
<td>S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S. LA</td>
<td>158 km</td>
<td>M 7.3 ± 0.16</td>
<td>M 6.7</td>
<td>M 7.0</td>
<td>M 7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4 strands + Northern onshore segment)</td>
<td>(1/2 slip on S4 and S5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario III (4 strands—Figure 13)</td>
<td>S2, S3, S4</td>
<td>89 km</td>
<td>M 7.2 ± 0.16</td>
<td>M 6.6</td>
<td>M 6.9</td>
<td>M 7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*S1: La Jolla strand; S2: Torrey Pines strand; S3: Carlsbad Canyon strand; S4: Northern strand, Camp Pendleton splay; S5: Northern strand, Dana Point splay; S. LA: South Los Angeles basin segment, from Treiman and Lundberg [1999].
Rupture models that incorporate dynamic stress show a much greater effect on the likelihood of through-going rupture, as the pattern and intensity of increased Coulomb stress are greater [Antonioli et al., 2004; Kilb et al., 2002]. Previous studies investigating the effects of dynamic stress on the likelihood of through-going rupture through stepovers have found similar results to the empirical studies, showing that rupture is more likely to continue through stepovers with widths less than 5 km [Harris and Day, 1993]. They also offer insight into additional parameters besides stepover width that can influence the outcome of rupture propagation, such as supershear rupture on the segment with rupture initiation, smaller or intermediate fault segments within stepovers, complex fault geometries, higher stress drops, or bimaterial fault effects [Harris and Day, 1993; Oglesby, 2008; Zaliapin and Ben-Zion, 2011; Lozos et al., 2012, 2015]. Although models of static stress change cannot include these effects, the results of the Lettis et al. [2002] study validate that models of static stress change can contribute valuable information in determining the possibility of throughgoing rupture on adjacent strands. At the least, static stress models can serve as a lower bound on the likelihood of rupture propagation, as the dynamic stresses during an earthquake would likely be much greater, and affect a wider spatial area [Kilb et al., 2002; Antonioli et al., 2004].

On this note, this study only considered static stress models with 2 m of coseismic displacement, as it intended to investigate a “high-slip scenario” to support and corroborate if rupture is possible along all strands as predicted by empirical studies of Wesnousky [2006]. It appears from the models of static stress change with 2 m of coseismic slip, static stress changes could allow for an end-to-end rupture of the NIRC offshore fault segments. It should be noted that future studies seeking to improve constraints of seismic hazard from this fault should consider models of dynamic stress during rupture to fully capture these effects. Furthermore, the mapping results of this study can provide important site-specific geometrical constraints for models of dynamic rupture, a consideration shown to provide important insights into the behavior of the system [Lozos et al., 2015].

The models of static stress change discussed in section 4.2 motivate four potential rupture scenarios along the NIRC fault. Each scenario is represented by a four-plot figure, in which each plot shows the static stress change from one strand to the next, assuming that the ruptures were to move north or southward. In Scenario I, represented by four plots in Figure 13, rupture on the dipping La Jolla source fault (63°SW) decreases the Coulomb stress along the Torrey Pines terminus and strand to the north of the Torrey Pines stepover (Figure 13a). Therefore, it is possible that rupture on the La Jolla strand may not promote through-going rupture on to the Torrey Pines strand, in effect limiting the potential magnitude of the earthquake. If ruptures were to continue north onto the Torrey Pines strand, the static Coulomb stress modeling suggests that it increases the likelihood that all NIRC strands would rupture yielding a larger-magnitude earthquake (Figures 13b–13d).

The remaining scenarios (II, IIb—rupture from the central Carlsbad Canyon strand, and III—rupture from the Camp Pendleton strand) in this study propose that the possibility still exists for all or multiple offshore strands to rupture in one event (Figures 14 and 15). In the worst-case scenario, Scenarios II and IIb (illustrated through four plots in Figure 14), rupture on the Carlsbad Canyon significantly increases stress on almost all other segments moving northward and southward from the Carlsbad Canyon strand, potentially allowing for rupture on all of the NIRC offshore strands. Although the La Jolla strand experiences only a moderate amount of stress increase, this scenario considers the possibility that it ruptures. The final scenario (III) presented here considers rupture on the Camp Pendleton splay of the Northern strand. In this scenario, stress is increased by a moderate to significant amount on all segments, except for the Dana Point splay, which lies in its stress shadow. Scenario III would account for rupture on three of the four strands, as it assumes the possibility that the La Jolla strand does not rupture, unlike Scenario II (Figure 15).

Figure 16 illustrates the strands assumed to rupture for each scenario. Green shading implies that the strand ruptures, and red shading implies that it does not. Figure 16a corresponds to Scenario I (Figure 13), with rupture only on the La Jolla strand. Figure 16b corresponds to Scenario II (Figure 14) in which all strands rupture, with initial rupture on the Carlsbad Canyon strand. Figure 16c corresponds to Scenario IIb, which includes the possibility of Scenario II rupture continuing onto the onshore South Los Angeles Basin segment [Treiman and Lundberg, 1999] but not onto the North Los Angeles Basin segment. Finally, Figure 16d illustrates the third scenario, for rupture on the Camp Pendleton splay of the Northern strand, in which only two additional strands also rupture.

The data and models presented here suggest that it is possible to have an end-to-end rupture on the NIRC fault zone. The depth of the most recent episode of deformation on the Carlsbad Canyon strand is much
deeper than other strands, suggesting that perhaps it has been longer since this strand ruptured or that it had not experienced surface rupture. According to this observation, it could be considered that perhaps this strand is partitioning its strain onto another strand and as such is less likely to experience a rupture; however, this is not our preferred interpretation.

5.3. Scenario Magnitudes

Table 2 summarizes the potential rupture magnitudes for these scenarios. We use two methods of magnitude computation to provide both results based on empirical observations, as well as hypothetical situations of rupture. The first method of computation, based on empirical relationships, employed the Wells-Coppersmith 1994 regression parameters from their Table 2A [Wells and Coppersmith, 1994], relating strike-slip subsurface rupture to earthquake magnitude. Subsurface rupture length was considered as opposed to surface rupture length for two reasons. The first is that the seismic data presented in this study constrain deformation at depth, and therefore, this parameter was presumed to be a more appropriate measure of rupture length for this study. Second, Wells and Coppersmith [1994] mention that they found subsurface rupture length to be a more appropriate measure of magnitude because events often cause deformation at depth for a longer segment of fault than at the surface, and ground rupture is not always observed.

The second method of magnitude computation, serving as a hypothetical case of rupture properties, used seismic moment. Here the fault area was computed with the total rupture length for each scenario (Table 2) and an approximate depth for the downdip extent of rupture. In this region, the depth of microseismicity (assumed to be the brittle-ductile transition) ranges from approximately 10 to 15 km [Astiz and Shearer, 2000], so the depth used for the calculation of fault area was 13 km. Two values of shear modulus were used as end-members: 20 GPa and 45 GPa. These values were derived from the P and S wave velocities of a 1-D profile on the shelf near Oceanside, from the Southern California Earthquake Center Community Velocity Model–Harvard (SCEC CVM-H) [Shaw et al., 2015]. Two values of slip were also used as examples of a lower and upper bound: 0.5 m coseismic slip and 2 m coseismic slip. A conservative upper bound for this model is based on coseismic slip observed in a paleoseismic trench by Lindvall and Rockwell [1995] and Rockwell [2010], which stated that one location may have experienced up to 3 m of coseismic slip in one event.

The lowest potential magnitudes computed, $M_{5.7-6.6}$, were derived from Scenario I, with slip solely on the La Jolla strand, from Mount Soledad. Scenario III provides an intermediate case, for which magnitudes could be expected at $M_{6.6}$ to 7.3. The largest potential event stems from Scenario II, or slip on all offshore strands—at $M_{6.7-7.3}$, which increases to 7.4 if the northern onshore segment ruptures also (IIb). Magnitudes computed for Scenarios II and IIb assume that the slip is partitioned on the northern two splays (Camp Pendleton and Dana Point splays), as they are subparallel and in close proximity for the majority of their strike, suggesting that they may connect at depth. Accurate fault representations are a crucial component of seismic hazard models as fault geometry constrains potential rupture sequences and maximum event magnitudes. Studies such as this one are key in improving the geometry and length of rupture as input into models like UCERF3 [Field et al., 2014], as they constrain the fault architecture, segment length, linkage of segments, and propagation of rupture across stepovers or segment boundaries. Although many uncertainties remain, imaging fault architecture and Coulomb stress modeling can serve as a basis and guide to focus the direction of future observational and modeling studies on this fault zone, in particular modeling of the dynamic stresses during rupture to capture effects not shown by static stress models.

6. Conclusions

Through the use of nested active-source seismic reflection data, this study identified four main strands of the offshore NIRC fault zone (with the northern strand consisting of two parallel splays) and three stepovers of approximate widths of 2 km or less. It improves the characterization of offshore fault geometry and provides rupture scenarios based on triggering across these fault stepovers due to static stress changes. Through these investigations, it has been determined that changes in fault dip and strike at the Torrey Pines stepover could possibly limit the rupture extent of earthquakes along the NIRC fault zone, although dynamic stress modeling should be conducted to further investigate this prediction. Finally, it has revealed that based on these new
mappings and insights, an end-to-end rupture of the offshore portion of the NIRC fault zone could, depending on rupture characteristics, produce a M 7.3 earthquake or a M 7.4 event if a northern onshore segment is included. If rupture were to occur on the southern onshore portion of the fault as well, the magnitude would be even greater. This work highlights the contribution of offshore faults toward the combined seismic risk for Southern California. Further study is warranted to improve the current understanding of hazard and potential ground shaking posed to urban coastal areas from Tijuana to Los Angeles from the NIRC fault zone and other faults in the ICB.
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